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tf?!| the #getmoney creative contest : tf?! | stands for tradefor: a collaborative liaison hub rooted in 

bartering for those that assign as special, di�erent, neuro-diverse, alter-normative, chronically-ill, 

survivors, warriors, disabled and/or their allies, whether relatives or their peers/advocates to trade their 

time, skills, talents and resources among one another to control their own narrative. 

this is just one of our ways we hope to add value to the special community and their allies. along with our 

annual autism event, our meetup & talk back creative sessions we hope this is a start to building our fund 

with longevity in mind, and giving back to creatives. who hopefully this can be the start to our creative 

fund that allows creatives from all walks of life to �nd success and keep success. winner will receive 

anywhere from $250.00 USD to $1,000.00 USD as a micro-grant of this contest to use towards any of their 

artistic, creative, entrepreneurial or business endeavors. we all know the term #getmoney well, we hope 

this can be the seed in not only us growing and cultivating and channeling �nancial success but also a 

seed in assisting another company start theirs.

sometimes you have to give to get, and in this framework, we want to help you get, to give. 

-with this grant, you do not have to look to pay it back. 

-with this grant you still control your company and all of its stake.  

contest begins nov. 10th 2022 and ends jan. 10th 2022. dependent upon the response and feedback 

whether we even get applicants/if the applicants like it, how we may be able to adjust and/or add monies 

to the fund), we may open applications, after the initial date as a rolling application.

we will ask for applicant feedback on how they liked the process & if they’d be interested in other 

business resources thereafter. Other than that we will not reach out in communication until closer to the 

announcement of the winner. 

all applicant must:
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-reside in united states or have a running legit business operating as a foreign entity within the united states.

-be of 18 years old or older age.

-be a creative artist, entrepreneur, business owner or corporation that has not been granted more than 

$500,000.00 within the last 2 years.

-have an online presence: ie website, etsy shop, or business google page or soc business page. 

how to apply:

1.�ll out application

2.submit application

winners receive:

-upto 1,000.00 in cash. we are o�ering anywhere from $250.00 - $1,000.00. Applicant selects/writes in the amount 

they’re seeking, and outlines what they would need/be spending item on

newer companies may just need to �nally register their business to startup. 

others may want to get their �rst advertising dollars. 

while someone else may need to purchase an important piece of equipment that would help them scale. 

you may state your ask and tell us how it would be allocated/useful to have. 

- winners also receive an interview with business & be posted to their platform that has a reach/audience of 3,000 

people. the interview will provide a platform to further discuss their project, artistry, business etc. 

- a 15-30 min free consultation with herbal hippie of Color Me Fresh cosmetics & a thank you 9’ inch sage healing stick 

packet.

by applying to this contest you consent and grant us the right to use name, business name, and likeness for promotional 

reasons only. though we do not sell any of your private, personal nor business data to any third-party and / or any of 

our core a�liates, submitting application renders us harmless for any data leak that may be caused by any security 

breach. we reassure all applicants that we along with our hosting a�liates, take every precaution to secure data & take 

cyber security seriously. 

thank you for your time, trust and thank you to all the creators for being courageous enough to put your artistry out 

there.


